
2022-11-10 Rama’s White Knight Report              N0VEMBER 10, 2022

November 3 – November 10, 2022 

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information 
from Rama’s contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show 
up, in the form of more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to 
provide more insight on the subject being presented.

Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well  – at  

https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2022-11-04 Friday Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama @DalaiLama · Nov 4

Now we have to think about the future without copying the past. We have to take a 
broader perspective, not only concerning ourselves with my nation, my community 
and so on. We have to think about the whole of humanity; the oneness of all human 
beings.

2022-11-04 Friday Dalai Lama

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnYDRngmXaU&t=2s

2022-11-04 Friday King of Swords 

Rama:   I received a text message from the King of Swords at 11:54 am this morning. He said to 
me, “Lord Rama, it’s ‘Heads up!’ As we go through the eclipse window, Captain Ashtar may be
addressing the people of Earth. The Dark Side are doing all they can to distract: our mission 
is to be ‘Instruments of Peace’. I will repeat Ben Franklin’s word here: “a Democratic Republic 
– if you can keep it”.

“I may be showing up in Albuquerque in the next little while. I will let you know. See you in 
the Light of the Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!” 
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2022-11-07 Monday  Tom the Cat, Sweet Angelique the Cat

Rama: I received a text message at 11:48 this morning from Tom the Cat and Sweet Angelique 
the Cat. They said to me, “Lord Rama, we were over New Zealand near a major portal. From 
there, we sent you a picture of the centre of the Milky Way Galaxy, rising over New Zealand 
in the last 24 hours. It is awesome to behold ! ! ! 

“Meanwhile there is an upcoming full moon / blood Moon Lunar Eclipse that will be seen over 
the United States at 6:02 am EST tomorrow morning. This is a very intense full moon. 

“The Dark Side continues to disrupt the incoming energies of Love and Light. Remember to 
stay in your High Heart: WE HAVE WON!  Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”

2022-11-07  The Galactic Core rising over Karitane Beach, New Zealand  - taken by Tom the Cat 
and Sweet Angelique the Cat – received from Lord Rama
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2022-11–08 Tuesday The Nameless Ones 

Rama: I received a text message from The Nameless Ones at 11:31 am this morning.  They said 
to me, “We sent you a YouTube of a 9 minute Mantra from Ancient Tibetan Tantra Masters 
who chant this mantra at the time of major eclipses, equinoxes, and solstices. And it is 
said that this mantra can mitigate earthquakes. We can tell you, Lord Rama, the Galactic 
Fleets are here; we have been in contact with many Galactic Ambassadors. We are very near 
the time when all the world will know this. 

“The date of this present eclipse won’t happen again until the 23rd century!

“The time is NOW to come together as one unified race of people, the Rainbow Children of 
Light. The Rainbow Prophecy is coming to pass NOW. Stay in the High Heart! Sat Nam! 
Namaste! Om Mani Padme Hum. Blaze the Violet Fire.”

2022-11-08 (2017-09-06) The aspiration prayer of Samantabhadra 
(Kuntuzangpo)/ Kunzang Monlam with lyrics 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjYqnDo1Xqg

Prayer of Kuntuzangpo is a famous Dzogchen aspiration prayer from the Gongpa 
Zangthal. It is to be recited especially during a solar or lunar eclipse, an earthquake or
at the solstices. This aspiration prayer comes from the Dzogchen tantra called the 
Tantra of the Great Perfection which Shows the Penetrating Wisdom of 
Samantabhadra. In Tibetan, the short title of this tantra is Gongpa Zangthal Gyi Gyü, 
which means “The Tantra of Penetrating Wisdom” or “The Tantra of Transcendent 
Intention.” 

Simdha Getul Rinpoche  

2022-11-09 Wednesday  Natasha

Rama:  I received a text message from Natasha at 11:45 am, late this morning. She said to me, 
“Lord Rama, I went to Stonehenge in a shuttle craft at sunrise. I sent you a picture – very 
awesome sunrise! There were all kinds of Light Beings showing up, along with many orbs, all 
colours of the rainbow. 
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Stonehenge at
Sunrise

2022-11-10 
Taken by 
Natasha and sent 
to Lord Rama,
Thursday,
November 10, 2022

[There is a picture
of an orb of colour
on p 9!]

“The energies are extremely – extremely! - high; the ascension symptoms are over the top! 
In the last 24 – 48 hours, one of the top Rothschild elders went over the rainbow; he was 91 
years old (Note: this is the second top Rothschild Elder who has gone over the rainbow in the
last few months.) 

“Meanwhile Russia may be pulling out of Kherson; there are rumours of talks going on – 
maybe a cease fire in the works. Put all of this in the Circle of Support. Sat Nam! Namaste! 
Blaze the Violet Fire!”

2022-11-10 Thursday Grandmother Beatrice,   Madam Rosa

Rama: I went to the store - KeshitheZuniConnection – in Santa Fe at 11:30 am this morning. There, 
I met with Grandmother Beatrice, 86 years wise, and Madam Rosa, nearly 100 years of 
age. Both of these wise elders walk 5 miles a day, EVERY DAY!  

They said to me, “Lord Rama, the Rainbow Crystal children are here, along with the Diamond 
Crystal children who are the youngest of the tribes from birth to the age of 7. We also have 
Generation Z coming of age, and voting in this last election. Many of these children are Native
American, Hispanic and Black, and other children of colour, as well as fair-skinned children. 

“This is the generational changing of the guard. They are not so much interested in money for
money’s sake; they are interested in human rights for all, as well as freedom for all. At this 
time, as it has been prophesied, in the years following 2012 the ancient scrolls spoke 
of the coming of these Rainbow Crystal children.”

At this point, Grandmother Beatrice said, “Lord Quetzaqueotal and other kachinas, as fellow 
master travellers on this path to ascension with all of us, are physically showing up here as 
our friends and spiritual guides on our way home to the Heart of All That Is. AND to a 
declaration of World Peace and the END OF ALL WAR! 

“The dark side has lost! As we go into this 11:11 portal tomorrow, send love and peace the 
world over. Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!. All we are saying is ‘give peace a 
chance.’”
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2022-11-08  Aurora Ray and The Galactic Federation 
https://thegalacticfederation.com/08-11-22aa 

Leaders Of Ascension: The Lyran Family
At this moment and time, several Galactic species are gathered here to help and guide humanity in its 
ascension process. These beings are communicating and sharing essential information for this process with 
many members of the Family of Light. 

And, as in every family, it makes sense that every species tries to contact the Starseeds who belong to their 
family. This brings us to the following question: Have you ever wondered which kind of Starseed you are? 

In my case, I am a Lyran and, among my family from the stars, you could find some of the oldest and wisest 
souls in our whole galaxy, as Lyrans are the founding race. 

Hopefully, if you are a Lyrian Starseed, your heart will resonate with the information in this text, and you'll 
start to identify with some traits of our family. 

First of all, you have to know that Lyrans played a unique part in the creation of humanity. They were the 
ones that offered the element of fire to Planet Earth. Also, many souls from Atlantis were of Lyrian Ancestry. 
They taught about the use of frequency and resonance to the ancient civilizations of Atlantis and Lemuria. 

But where did the Lyrans come from? Where is their original home? 

Lyra is the birthplace of the Lyran family. Well-known by being the first planet to have physical humanoid 
beings. If you look at our current Universe map, you will find that it is a small constellation that you'll quickly
identify it because of the brightest star in this constellation: Vega. 

Now, if you're looking at those stars and you try to picture your family from the stars, you must know that 
they are fourth-dimensional beings living in their constellation. However, from Earth's 3D perspective, they 
are a bit different from what they would appear if they were on their home ground. 

Maybe you've heard about the feline features of the Lyrans. Their nose and eyes would remind you of those 
of a lion or an African cat. Also, although they look like humans, their skin and eye colors can change 
depending on their home star. 
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If you are a Lyran Starseed, you'll start to notice your family traits after your awakening; however, some 
signs can appear, mainly when you are exposed to intense experiences. This usually happens to all 
Starseeds, but it is especially true for Lyran Starseeds because of their strong physical grounding and 
manifesting power. 

Lyran Starseeds are commonly identified as being highly spontaneous and show their genuinely high energy 
all the time. Because of their high energy, they want to try many things, explore many places, and work 
intensely on their personal projects. 

But as they have so much energy, they tend to work a lot without even noticing, and sometimes they end up 
feeling exhausted. That's why they like to explore so many things. After the exhaustion, they tend to put 
their focus on new things. 

Lyran Starseeds are friendly and outstanding leaders. But they prefer to work and be surrounded by people 
of their own Galactic Family. They are usually more reserved when they are in the presence of members of 
other families. That's why they're very good at receiving personal information and having strong perceptions 
about others. 

They like to avoid unnecessary conflict, so they can reserve their energy for what matters to them, their 
mission. Their tireless determination to see every project to completion sets a great example that others are 
inspired to follow. 

Of all the Lyran Starseed traits, this is the one that makes them the most unique: They are very grounded 
and live in the present.  As a result, they excel in physical activities, such as sports. They tend to be highly 
skilled with their hands and often make expert tradespeople. 

They enjoy good health and are in tune with their bodies, meaning they know immediately when their health 
is out of its natural well-being. They are also very sensitive and can identify an ill person if they are close by. 

However, when they neglect their health, they experience worse symptoms than most due to their intense 
and very grounded life experience. 

If you are a Lyran Starseed, you must know that you have limitless spiritual potential. This will be a clear 
advantage for your journey of ascension. 

Finally, the last Lyran Starseed trait is their keen sense of justice. Paired with their natural leadership 
abilities, this will make a Lyran give everything they have to fight for social justice. 

This is why Lyran Starseeds are vital to the ascension movement. They are destined to lead humankind to its
bright future and Earth to its Golden Age. 

For those whose hearts resonated and vibrated with this information, I welcome you to our magnificent 
family of light. 

And remember, 
You are not alone. 

We love you dearly. 
We are here with you. 
We are your family of Light. 
We are the Galactic Federation. 

A'HO 

Divine blessings to all, 
Aurora Ray 
Ambassador of The Galactic Federation 

Copyright 2022 Aurora Ray. All rights reserved.
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2022-11-04  Gma Chandra’s message, sent via Facebook and Lord Rama

Gma Chandra

eotosSndprmt01c     25m340rf12g:ia0g510032bc96guiuo914 1h eel6vN   · 

The timeline has changed. Your Path is like a straight beam of Light that is passing through 
half circles. Instead of going through waves, you are now going straight forward on an 
accelerated timeline. A lot of things that you were supposed to pass through are either 
behind or beside your main Path. You did it! You are on it. You are supported by it. You are 
it. You are inside, outside and seeing everything from all sides. You are all over 
multidimensionality!

Hold on to your hats! This is where things get real exciting!

Hugs and love to all of you, 
Grandma

https://www.grandmachandra.com/pages/timeline
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2022-11-07 Moon over Santa Cruz! 2022-11-08 Moon Over Ardrossan! 

Taken by Lord Rama at 6:15 pm (Looking S) Taken by PCC at 5:48 pm (looking NE) 

2022-11-08 Rainbow Starship – from Lord Rama
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2022-11-08 
ORBS! ! ! 

Sent by Lord Rama 

2022-11-10  Sent by Lord Rama 
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	Gma Chandra

